

Page 4, 4. Aluminum Pipe Alloys and Their Characteristics, fifth paragraph, change "resistance of corrosion" to "resistance to corrosion".

Page 5, Table 2, Note B, change "improved color" to "improve color"

Page 16, 7.4 Inert Gas, change (SG-heA-X) to (SG-HeA-X)

Page 26, 14.5 How To Prevent Fires, change "• Develop adequate ventilation procedures and use proper equipment used to do the job safely." to "• Develop adequate ventilation procedures and use proper equipment to do the job safely."

ERRATA


Page 23, 11.2 Gas Metal Arc Welding, last sentence, take out word "tungsten".

Page 25, 14.5 How To Prevent Fires, change "10 meters (33 feet)" to "11 meters (35 feet)".